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1. The study of general and fundamental    
problems

What is Philosophy?

2. The study of knowledge
3. Thinking about thinking
4. Rational & critical inquiry into basic  
    principles



What brings you to do what you do?                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Why Do You Officiate?

Is it for your own personal gratification?                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Is it for your own financial well being?                                                                                                                                                                                                            



1. What basic “core principles” guide you? 
2. What is your knowledge base in Track &  
    Field? 
3. How do you present your knowledge? 
4. Does your knowledge benefit the athlete? 
5. Does your knowledge benefit the meet?

How Do You Officiate?



Guiding Principle #1
Be SAFE
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 Officials

1.  Always make the SAFETY of all your                         
top priority.

 Athletes
 Coaches
 Spectators
 Media



3.  If you see an unsafe situation 

2.  Ensure that all assigned to positions are  
     physically capable of SAFELY doing  
     their job. 

- communicate it & address it 
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1. Know the appropriate rules for the meet       
and the role/event you are officiating

Apply them consistently

Guiding Principle #2

Be FAIR

2. Don’t make up rules
We have enough rules already



3. No athlete should be allowed to       
    gain an unfair advantage.

4. No athlete should have to suffer an 
    unfair disadvantage.
5. All competitors should be regarded 
    as equals regardless of ability 
    or level of competition.
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1. Be positive and polite to the 
coaches and competitors

Guiding Principle #3

Be ATHLETE-FRIENDLY

2. Be proactive & preventative in     
    officiating
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3. Create an environment where each    
    athlete has the opportunity to   
    compete to the best of his or her  
    ability.
4. Remember that the event is about    
    the athletes and their competition.
5. Officials shouldn't be a distraction  
    or attract attention.
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1. Know the uniform and wear the 
uniform appropriately. 

Be PROFESSIONAL
Guiding Principle #4

2. Know your role/event and all jobs  
    that need to be done.
3. Arrive early to make sure the venue  
    is safe and prepared correctly.
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4. Have a rule book and the proper  
    equipment on hand.
5. Be firm and consistent, as well as  
    calm and congenial.
6. Be a team player and do the job  
    assigned to you.
7. Avoid publicly criticizing athletes,  
    coaches, or other officials.
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8. Avoid being overly friendly in the  
    field of play.

9. Do your job and let the athletes do  
    theirs.

10. Be "invisible". The meet is for the  
     athletes and not for the officials.



- Be SAFE

- Be FAIR
Guiding Principle #2

Guiding Principle #1

Guiding Principle #3
- Be ATHLETE-FRIENDLY

Guiding Principle #4
- Be PROFESSIONAL
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Safety Tips In The Field Events
Safety is an essential ongoing activity.  
It takes place not only at the beginning 
of the meet or event, but constantly 
throughout the entire competition.  It is 
everyones responsibility and everyone 
must be made aware its dynamics.



1. Do not turn your back to the ring or      
runway.

2. Do not engage in conversation with  
    others in or close to the sector.
3. Do not use phones or other electronic  
    devices.
4. Control access to implements, rings,  
    and runways.



5. Maintain a safe distance from the  
    cage, throwing circle, or runways.
6. Be proactive in making sure other  
    officials and/or volunteers are aware                     
    of safety.



When it comes to SAFETY, 
We need to be VIGILANT and 
PROACTIVE.



SAFETY 
 YOUR MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION 

IN OFFICIATING FIELD EVENTS
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Preventing 
Identity Theft 

In 
Officiating
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In the 21st Century school districts are 
increasing requiring more and more 
paperwork to to compensate officials 
for their services.  
The question is not the need for this 
increased paperwork, but ensuring the 
safety of the personal data of each and 
every official.
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Safe Practice
All necessary contracts, W-9’s, and 
bank account deposit information is 
completed prior to the day of the 
meet.

 Emailed
 Mailed
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Completing paper with personal 
information at the meet.

Unsafe Practice

If given documents to be completed at 
the meet, take them with you and 
complete/return from the safety of 
your home.  

Proactive Practice
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…”That’s ALL folks!”



                          Concerns? 

                               
     

           Comments?

                 

                        Questions?                 


